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In continuation of an earlier study of propagation of solitary waves on nonlinear elastic rods, 
numerical investigations ofblowup, reflection, and fission at continuous and discontinuous 
variation of the cross section for the rod and reflection at the end of the rod are presented. The 
results are compared with predictions of conservation theorems for energy and momentum. 
PACS numbers: 43.25.Dc, 43.25.Jh, 43.40.Cw 
INTRODUCTION 
In a preceding paper,• which we shall denote as Paper I
in the following sections, we investigated the propagation of 
nonlinear acoustical waves on a circular rod. The radial dis- 
placement and the nonlinearity of the material are taken into 
account by including a fourth-order derivative of the dis- 
placement and by including terms up to fourth order in the 
Taylor expansion of the elastic energy, respectively. As a 
result we obtain the so-called improved Boussinesq equa- 
tion, denoted by IBE, in the case of a quadratic nonlinearity 
and the modified Boussinesq equation, denoted by MIBE, in 
the case of a cubic nonlinearity, respectively. 
Solutions to Korteweg-de Vries equations with varying 
coefficients have been studied by a number of authors by 
perturbative and numerical methods. 24Studies of equations 
related to IBE and MIBE are found in Reft 7 considering the 
inhomogeneous rod with varying cross section, density, and 
Young's modulus, Refs. 8 and 9, in which both quadratic 
and cubic nonlinearities are considered in a generalized 
Boussinesq equation (GBE), and Ref. 10 devoted to a ver- 
sion of the improved Boussinesq equation, which contains 
the nonlinearity in the fourth-order term. 
In the present article we first investigate blowup of dif- 
ferent negative solitary wave solutions to IBE. In Ref. 11 the 
nonexistence of global positive solutions to the Dirichlet 
problem for the Boussinesq equation u, = 3u•,,_,,•, + u•, 
-- 12(u2)• is prtved. This article contains a number of ref- 
erences to works on existing proofs. The effect of replacing 
a• x by a•, on the existence of solutions has been studied in Reft 
12. 
The following sections contain studies of reflection as 
well as fission of solitary waves in the MIBE case at continu- 
ously varying cross sections of the elastic rod. In the latter 
case the relevant nonlinear interface boundary conditions 
are derived by an argument from calculus of variations. 
In the final section we investigate reflection of solitary 
waves at the end of the elastic rod in two cases corresponding 
to almost free- and fixed-end boundary conditions. Our nu- 
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merical results are compared with the predictions of conser- 
vation theorems for energy and momentum. 
I. WAVE EQUATIONS AND CONSERVED QUANTITIES 
In Paper I we considered the longitudinal displacement 
component W(X,T) of a plane cross section along the iso- 
tropic circular cylindrical rod. Here, Xis the position of the 
undisturbed cross section and T is time. When the width of 
the solitary wave is large compared with the radius of the 
rod, we may assume that the radial displacement U(X,R,T) 
in the time-dependent inhomogeneous case is given by the 
Taylor series 
U(X,R,T) = --a,W x -- (a2/2!)W,• .... . (1) 
Here, R is the radial variable and the expansion coefficients, 
a] ..... are the first- and higher-order Poisson ratios. The elas- 
tic energy density to the fourth order becomes 
I 3•..E314r•+•.•.E4W}: ' (2) = E2w + 
where E2, Young's modulus, and the higher-order expansion 
coefficients, E3 and E4, are given in Paper I (Appendix A). 
The Lagrangian density for the system becomes 
=-Isp[ - ( ] 
- - - sœ4w, 
where S is the cross-sectional area and p is the density of the 
elastic material. The coefficients E•, E3, E 4, cry, S, andp may 
depend on X. In Paper I the coefficients were constants. In 
the present paper E•, E3, E4, and a• are constants, while the 
cross-sectional rea S and the density p vary. In the case of 
continuous variation of S and p the Euler equation for this 
Lagrangian density is 
t -- = 0, (4) 
yielding 
2rr •X OT 
In the case of discontinuous variation of S and p such 
thatS= S• andp ----p• forX<X o, ands = S• andp =p• for 
X > X o, Eq. (5) is replaced by 
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aW 1E E•-• •r+-• X(W•,)+ 1E 3 . 
• p•o•S• 3 •--p  (Wr) + 2• OXOT Wxr O, (6a) 
2 x•Jxo- - Jxo_ p,S, w• dX = 0. (6b) 
This r•ult follows from Hamilton's principle • for the 
eI•tic rod. In the pr•ent paper we shall solve •. (5) in the 
following pa•icular cas•. 
(i) E4 = O, E• > O, E• > O, S •d p •e •nst•ts leading 
m IBE, 
u• -- u, + l(u2)• + u=, = 0 (7) 
for the dimensionless sffain u = w•, where 
w(x,t) = •(X, DE•/(E•a•), x = X/(a•), 
and 
t = T•/(a4Sp/2•). 
(ii) E•=O, E•>O, and E4>0 •e ranstunts, •d 
S = s(x)S, where S• is a reference cro• •fion ands(x) • a 
dimensionl•s continuously awing cross-s•tional function 
l•ding to 
(sw• )• • +a(m•)• -sw,, + (•w•,)•, =0, (8) 
where 
w(x,t) = 
x = X/(aJ•t/2rr), 
and 
t = Tf•e/(a•o/2rr). 
In the discontinuous case, Eq. (6) is solved in the fol- 
lowing cases. 
(iii) E3=0, E2>O, E4>0, and p>0 are constants, 
while 
S={SS; for X•Xo, 
leading to 
to• --w. +•(toT,)x, + $2/$, w•., =0, forxXx o, 
(9a) 
with the dimensionless variables w, x, and t given in the same 
manner as in case (ii), and the transition condition 
+ --l w} n = o, 
3 S Ii•_ 
with 
(iv) E• = O, E 2 > O, and E4 > 0 are constants, while 
u 
u 
FIG. 1. Time evolution of negative static solitary wave for IBE. Numerical 
solutions of (7) with initial condition (15). (a) Dispersive case,' 
,4 = -- I.I,B=0.1. {b} Blowup case,`4 = -- 1.11, B=0.1. 
P=•ol + (M/S,)B(X--Xo) førxXxø' 
where õ (x - x o) denotes Dirae's delta function. This corre- 
sponds to a homogeneous rod ending atx = x o and loaded by 
the mass M placed at the point x = Xo. The mathematical 
formulation becomes 
I 3 
w•, -- w. + •(w• )• + w•,. = 0, (10a) 
with the dimensionless variables w, x, and t given as in case 
B 
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 
FIG. 2. Dependence ofnumerical solutions of IBE (7) on parameters Aand 
B in initial condition (15). Blowup: &. Dispersion: O. 
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FIG. 3. Destruction of solitary wave at continuously increasing cross sec- 
tion. Numerical solutions of (8) and (16), and initial condition (17). 
S2/S • = 5, a = 0.1, c = 2, displayed in terms ofw•. 
FIG. 5. Fission into two solitary waves and reflection ofantisolitary wave at 
continuously decreasing cross section. Numerical solutions of (8) and 
{ 16 ), initial condition (17). $•/S• = 0.6, c• = 1, c = 2, displayed in terms of 
(ii) withp replaced byp• in the formula for t and the bound- 
ary condition 
w,, +«to• --w,,,, --rate,, =0, forx=xo, (10b) 
with the dimensionless ma s m ---- M/(o'S•/2p•/2d•-•). 
In Paper I expressions for total energy H, total momen- 
tum P, and total displacement D are derived, and it is shown 
that H, P, and D are conserved at IBE and MIBE. Here, we 
insert the solitary wave solution 
w(x,t)=+x[-6ctan-'(sinh•l•--•---l(x--x -- ct)), -- C P 
(11) 
where cis the velocity of the wave, x•, is the position at t = 0, 
and ta x satisfies MIBE, into these expressions and obtain 
H = (E•o'S, •x/--•/E4)h, (12) 
h = lc2lcl(c 2 - 1)!/2S3/2, 
P = 
p= (13) 
D = (• S,Exf•z/2•/•)d, (14} 
d = + lcls'% 
with upper and lower signs for solitary wave and antisolitary 
wave, respectively, and [c[ > 1. 
II. BLOWUP OF SOLUTIONS AT IBE 
In the case of a quadratic nonlinearity IBE (7) may lead 
to dispersive or blowup destruction of negative static initial 
pulses 
u (x,0) = Asech B(x --  o) } ,( ,0) =0 ' (15) 
as shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), respectively. The dependence 
of the numerical solution of IBE (7) on parameters.4 and B 
in initial condition (15) is illustrated in Fig. 2. Here, blowup 
'5 
I incident •)sitive 
. I • sølix•rY wave 
so{itary waves 
FIG. 4. Fission into solitary and antisolitary waves at continuously increas- 
ing cross section. Numerical solutions of (8) and (16), initial condition 
(17). $•/$• = 3, a = 0.1, c = 2, displayed in terms 
w x 
reflect 
solitary w•ave •'• • 
bre(lther • •, • 
incident positive 
solitary wave 
X o 
transmitted positive 
solitary w(aves 
FIG. 6. Fission into three solitary waves, breather, and reflection ofantisoli- 
tary wave at continuously decreasing cross section. Numerical solutions of 
(8) and (16), initial condition (17). Here, Sz/S• = 0.3, a = 1, c = •, dis- 
played in terms of 
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I• . incident positive 
• /• solitary w•ve 
reflected negative 
solira, w•ve 
transmitted positive 
s•itary waves 
FIG. 7. Fission into two solitary waves and reflection ofantisolitary wave at 
discontinuously decreasing cross section. Numerical solution of (9), initial 
condition (17). Here, $2/$• = 0.49, c = 1.5, displayed in terms ofw•. 
and dispersion of the solution are indicated by ß and O, 
respectively. The area of the initial pulse is proportional to 
d lB, while the curvature at the extremum point is propor- 
tional to.,IB 2. In.4B-parameter space (Fig. 2) the boundary 
between the blowup region and the dispersion region ap- 
pears to be a tilted straight line. This indicates that the area 
of the initial pulse (rather than the extremum or the the 
extrema curvature of the pulse) decides whether blowup or 
dispersion occurs or not. An analytical confirmation of this 
observation requires a detailed examination of the existence 
of solution to IBE. 
At IBE, transmission and reflection of solitary waves do 
not lead to antisolitary waves since such waves are not solu- 
tions to IBE. However, the possibility of blowup of solutions 
in this case makes such a study difficult from a numerical 
point of view. In the remaining part of this article we there- 
fore restrict he investigation of scattering phenomena to the 
MIBE case. 
Wx 
5 
o 
reflected negotive 
solitary w•ve 
ncident positive 
solit•-y w•ve 
X O 
•os•tive 
•o{Itary waves 
F/G. 8. Fission into three solitary waves, breather, and reflection into anti- 
solitary wave at discontinuously decreasing cross section. Numerical solu- 
tion of ( 9 ), initial condition ( 17 ). Here, S,/S 2 = 0.25, c = 1.5, displayed in 
terms of w•. 
incident PO•D, te 
solitary wave 
•o 
re,f I:
•1• w'ave • 
•ea•her 
FIG. 9. Rellection of solitary wave at weakly loaded end. Numerical solu- 
tion of (10), initial condition (17). Here, rn = 5, c ---- 1.5, displayed in terms 
ofwx. 
IlL CONTINUOUSLY ¾ARYING CROSS SECTION AT 
MIBE 
In the case of a cubic nonlinearity (8) and continuously 
varying cross section 
s(x) = 1 q- [(S2--S•)/2S•]{tanh[ct(x--xo)] q- 1}, 
(16) 
we investigate the propagation of a solitary wave given by 
w(x,t) =x/-6c tan-•{sinh [ (x/-• '2•-- l/c)(x -- xp --ct) ]}, 
(17) 
which is a solution to (8) for s = 1. 
The dimensionless cross-sectional function s(x) varies 
from s( -- oo ) = 1 through S(Xo) = (S] + S2)/2 to 
s( oo ) = S•/S•, the steepness being ds/dx ----- a(S2 -- S•)/ 
2S• at x ---- Xo. The position and the velocity of the incident 
solitary waves, ( 17 }, are given by x ----- x•, at t = 0 and c, 
respectively. 
Figure 3 shows the destruction of the incident solitary 
wave (c = 2) at the point where the cross-sectional area is 
increased (S2/S1 = 5, a = 0.1). For the incident wave the 
normalized momentum (13) isp = --•'r•f•'22 = 30.8. Ac- 
cording to the same formula a transmitted solitary wave 
would require at least p = -- •rx/•' 1•5 •n = - 86.0. This 
transmission is not possible in the present case. 
In Fig. 4, parameters are S2/S• = 3, a = O. 1, and c = 2. 
Here, a transmitted solitary wave, a transmitted antisolitary 
'5 
0 
inodent pos•bve 
s•dlt•r• wave 
/ 
re flee 
reflected negc•ve 
sdit•ry wave 
FIG. 10. Reflection of solitary wave at heavily loaded end. Numerical solu- 
tion of (10), initial condition (17). Here, m = 25, c = 1.5, displayed in 
terms of 
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wave, a breather, and a reflected wave are produced. The 
normalized momentum of the incident solitary wave is still 
Pi,c = -- 30.8. Transmitted solitary and antisolitary waves 
possess total momentum of -- 69.7 + 47.5 = -- 22.2. Thus 
momentum of 8.6 is available for the reflected wave (and the 
breather). 
In Fig. 5 the cross section of the right half of the rod is 
reduced to $2/S• = 0.6 (a = 1 and c = 2). As a result the 
incident solitary wave is fissioned into two transmitted soli- 
tary waves, and an antisolitary wave is reflected from the 
cross-sectional change at x ----x o. Also, a breather is pro- 
dueeel. Again, the normalized momentum of the incident 
solitary wave is -- 30.8. Total momentum of the three scat- 
tered waves becomes -- 19.75 -- 5.77 -- 3.79 = -- 29.3. 
The discrepancy between momenta before and after scatter- 
ing is due to the presence of the breather seen in Fig. 5. The 
corresponding normalized value of the Hamiltonian of the 
incident wave is 166.3, while the Hamiltonians of the waves 
after scattering amount to 153.9 + 8.9 + 3.2 = 166.0. 
In Fig. 6 the cross section of the right half of the rod is 
further reduced such that $2/Sj = 0.3, while a = I and 
c = 2. In this case the incident solitary wave momentum 
-- 30.8, and energy 166.3 are fissioned into three transmit- 
ted solitary waves, a reflected antisolitary wave, and a 
breather. In this case the total momentum of the scattered 
solitary waves becomes --30.3, while the total energy is 
165.4. 
IV. DISCONTINUOUSLY VARYING CROSS SECTION AT 
MIBE 
In the case of discontinuously varying cross section, Eq. 
(9) yields the results hown in Fig. 7 forS•/S• = 0.49 for an 
incident solitary wave (17) with c = 1.5. As a result of the 
interaction with the discontinuity, two transmitted solitary 
waves, one reflected antisolitary wave, and a weak breather 
are produced. The momentum and energy of the incident 
wave are -- 17.3 and 45.3, respectively, while the total mo- 
mentum and energy of the three solitary waves become 
-- 20.7 and 45.1, respectively. 
In Fig. 8 the same incident solitary wave hits a discon- 
tinuity Sz/S • = 0.25 giving rise to three transmitted solitary 
waves, one reflected antisolitary wave, and a somewhat 
stronger breather. In this case the momentum and energy of 
the incident wave are unchanged, while the corresponding 
quantities for the scattered solitary waves become -- 18.3 
and 44.0, respectively. 
V. ENDING ROD DESCRIBED BY MIBE 
For the semi-infinite rod, Eq. (10) yields Fig. 9 in the 
case of weak loading at the end (m = 5 ) corresponding toan 
almost free end, wx(Xo, t)= 0, implying wx,t (Xo, t)= O. 
Again, the incident solitary wave is given by (17) with 
c = 1.5. As a result, a reflected antisolitary wave plus a re- 
fleeted breather are produced, the former traveling in the 
negative x direction with velocity c = 1.44. 
Figure 10 shows the results for heavy loading at the end 
(m=25) corresponding to an almost fixed end 
[W(Xo, t) = 0 implying w, (xo,t) = 0]. In this case the inci- 
dent solitary wave is reflected into a solitary wave followed 
by a sequence of antisolitary waves. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
For IBE we have found blowup and dispersive destruc- 
tion of negative solitary waves. In the MIBE we have shown 
that solitary waves can be transmitted, reflected, and ils- 
sioned at continuously and discontinuously varying cross 
sections as well as ends of semi-infinite rods. In the same 
cases traveling breathers are found. Conservation of mo- 
mentum and energy is checked. 
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